Find out more about the revolutionary leader, Bob Avakian—“BA”
The world is a horror; it doesn’t have to be this way—it’s not human nature, it’s the nature of the system; because of the work BA has done, there is a viable vision, strategy, and leadership for a radically new, and much better, society and world.

Get into BA’s works: articles, books, films...

Spread these palm cards: Distribute everywhere people gather, post online (FB/Twitter).

Donate to the BA Everywhere... Imagine the Difference It Could Make! campaign.

Be part of the BA Everywhere Campaign—a national campaign to raise funds to make BA’s work widely known. As this happens... the times will resonate with the big questions and dreams of the potential to emancipate all of humanity.

To learn more, to donate, to get materials, and to connect go to revcom.us